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															The graceful style of the Mediterranean
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															Smooth flowing curves for a timeless appeal
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															Make a statement with strong, bold lines
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															Create charm with the distinctive patterns of Royal
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															The rustic charm of traditional shake
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															The elegance and style of Tudor
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															The low profile appeal of slate
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															Rustic charm of traditional shake with "Concealed Fastening" technology
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															Shingle style with Concealed Fastening technology
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															Ventilation that seamlessly integrates with your roof
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															Accessories perfectly matched to your tiles to make a complete roofing system
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														Why Tilcor
																													Find out why Tilcor is the smart choice in roofing.
													

												
											
	
												

														
																
			
			
				
			

		
	

														


													
														Home Owners
																													Building your dream home? Or are you looking to re-roof your existing home? Select the right option below to see how choosing a Tilcor roof will benefit you.
													

												
											
	
												

														
																
			
			
				
			

		
	

														


													
														Professionals (Industry experts)
																													If you are a roofing contractor, architect or a property developer, see how Tilcor can help.
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																													Find out more about who we are, what drives us and what we are all about.
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			Please select your region


				
					By selecting your regions we can ensure you get the best service.
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					Or visit our Global Site Tilcor.com
					Visit global site
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					Ready to get cost estimates for your next project?
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